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Right on Time: Introducing Unmanned Aircraft Insurance
The unmanned aircraft industry is poised for takeoff, with dramatic implications for everything from public safety, to farming, to infrastructure maintenance. Already, unmanned aircraft are enabling jobs ranging from agricultural monitoring to wildfire surveillance to be
done more safely, cost efficiently and effectively than ever before. As regulatory hurdles are
cleared, use of unmanned aircraft across a spectrum of
industries is expected to accelerate rapidly.
The integration of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) into
the National Aerospace System is expected to contribute

The Sky’s the Limit
Unmanned aircraft hold tremendous
promise across multiple sectors. They
are already in use in a variety of applications and anticipated to benefit many
more, including:


Agricultural monitoring

$82.1 billion to the nation’s economy by agriculture, pub-



Disaster management

lic safety and other activities.



Thermal infrared power line surveys



Law enforcement



Telecommunication



Weather monitoring



Aerial imaging/mapping



Television news coverage, sporting
events, moviemaking

Unmanned Aircraft Insurance policies from AIG Aerospace provides broad physical damage



Environmental monitoring

and third party liability coverage, explicitly designed for the exposures of unmanned aircraft.



Oil and gas exploration



Freight transport



Pipeline surveys



Raid surveys



Construction

We have now teamed with AIG Aerospace to offer Unmanned Aircraft Insurance expressly for
the exposures facing operators of remotely piloted, semi-autonomous, and fully autonomous
aircraft. Applications have been posted on our website for your convenience.

Unmanned Aircraft

•Policy language drafted specifically to respond to the exposures of unmanned aircraft.
•Coverage encompasses “operators” and specifies other non-pilot, on-ground crew members among the insureds.
• There is NO exclusion for loss arising from electronic malfunctions and failure of electronic
components, accessories and power equipment (Such an exclusion is standard on
manned aircraft policies.)
• Optional coverage for hi-jacking or any unlawful seizure or wrongful exercise of control by
means of “spoofing”.
Coverage is flexible, with terms and conditions customizable to individual needs.
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